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Abstract
Machine learning models are increasingly integrated into

societally critical applications such as recidivism prediction

and medical diagnosis, thanks to their superior predictive

power. In these applications, however, full automation is

often not desired due to ethical and legal concerns. The re-

search community has thus ventured into developing inter-

pretable methods that explain machine predictions. While

these explanations are meant to assist humans in under-

standing machine predictions and thereby allowing humans

to make better decisions, this hypothesis is not supported

in many recent studies. To improve human decision-making

with AI assistance, we propose future directions for closing

the gap between the efficacy of explanations and improve-

ment in human performance.

Why Do We Need Explanations?
Recent trends in machine learning have led to models that

are increasingly powerful, complex, opaque, and ubiquitous.

Model performance has begun to meet or exceed expert

human performance in numerous areas such as recidivism

prediction [8] and medical diagnosis [1]. Concomitantly,

AI models have begun to play a larger and larger role in

aspects of life such as government, business, and science,

leading to ever-higher consequences for model mistakes.
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Unfortunately, while average model performance has ap-

proached human levels, models still lag behind humans in

key ways. AI models tend to absorb bias from their training

data, are vulnerable to adversarial inputs, and have diffi-

culty generalizing beyond the specific distribution of that

training data [6].

A common suggestion to mitigate these issues is to view

models as augmenting rather than replacing human ef-

fort. In the ideal scenario, a human and a model could work

together as a hybrid system whose performance would ex-

ceed that of either agent operating alone. AI explanations

have been proposed as a way to achieve this cooperation.

The hypothesis is that if a human can scrutinize the logic

behind a model prediction, they can recognize when that

prediction is unfair, nonsensical, or otherwise unreliable [6].

The Current State of Explanations
In order to achieve a balance between AI accuracy and

human intuition, the research community has proposed a

number of techniques for explaining the predictions of AI

models. A common approach is feature attribution, which

attempts to assign each feature (word, pixel, etc.) a score

indicating its importance in the model’s prediction. Such

methods range from retroactive perturbation-based analysis

like the popular LIME [14] to built-in attention mechanisms

such as that proposed by Lei et al. (2016) [12].

However, the community has struggled to demonstrate an

improvement in human decision quality as a result of these

kinds of explanations. Typical experimental design involves

human subjects making decisions in the presence of model

predictions and evaluating whether explanations improve

their accuracy in doing so. Some experiments in this vein

have included predicting apartment prices [13], detecting

deceptive online reviews [11], assessing social media toxic-

ity [3], performing various artificial tasks [9], and recidivism

prediction [5]. We are not aware of any such experiment

that has reported a significant improvement in accuracy that

cannot be explained by increased subject trust in a model

whose accuracy is higher than the human baseline (such as

Lai and Tan 2019 [11]).

Why have explanations failed to improve human perfor-

mance? While this is a difficult question to answer, existing

results provide a few clues. First, Lai et al. (2020) point out

two distinct types of AI learning problem: emulating human

skill vs. discovering new knowledge [10]. They speculate

that in the latter case, humans may not have strong enough

task intuitions to make effective use of simple explanations,

leading to a need for additional training [10]. Even in em-

ulation tasks, models may incidentally learn patterns that

simply do not correspond well with human intuition, as was

observed by Feng et al. (2018) in the case of LSTM mod-

els for sentiment analysis [4]. Explanations may be better

suited for catching certain type of model errors over others:

Carton et al. (2020) observe that they reduce false posi-

tives while increasing false negatives, surmising that sub-

jects find it easier to overturn phrases incorrectly identified

as toxic than to discover truly toxic phrases missed by the

model [3].

Overall, these results suggest a fundamental misalignment

between AI explanations and human mental models, a sit-

uation that Bansal et al. (2019) discuss as a general hurdle

in human-AI collaboration [2]. As a solution, we suggest

two basic directions for future work: 1) augmenting human

mental models to cope with model explanations; and 2) ad-

justing model explanations and behavior to match human

mental models.



Direction I: Augmenting Human Mental Models
Model-driven tutorials. Humans seem to not have strong

intuition in making effective use of explanations in tasks that

discover new knowledge [10]. To improve human mental

models, we propose model-driven tutorials that elucidate

counter-intuitive and inconspicuous patterns embedded in

models learned from the dataset. Model-driven tutorials

are one possible way to align human mental models and

AI, and we call for more study on how to effectively train

humans to work with AI explanations.

Interactive explanations. The goal of interactive expla-

nations is to allow humans to understand the model better

through trial-and-error scenarios. As compared to static ex-

planations that only reveal what is important to the model,

interactive explanations allow humans to interact with mod-

els and explanations, e.g., by editing input and examining

the differences in a model’s prediction. Instead of simply

presenting important patterns in the model, it is useful for

humans to identify patterns through active learning.

Evaluating generalization. It is important to point out that

a typical setup in prior work employs a random split to ob-

tain training and testing data, which is a standard assump-

tion in supervised machine learning. While humans can

ideally improve generalization in this case, humans might

be more likely to correct generalization errors in machine

learning models when the testing distribution differs from

training. In that case, understanding the embedded pat-

terns, especially spotting spurious ones, can help humans

generalize these data-driven insights and reduce model bi-

ases. A significant challenge lies in how we can properly

evaluate such generalization, relating to a core issue in ma-

chine learning.

Direction II: Towards Human-Centered Explana-

tions
Understanding human explanations. Existing techniques

tend to optimize explanations for numeric qualities like spar-

sity or some notion of fidelity to the model. Ultimately, how-

ever, we need to recognize that explanations serve as a

communicative device to humans. Key to this idea is more

effort to understand the rationales behind human decisions,

the qualities of those rationales associated with correct

and incorrect decisions, and the effect of model-human

rationale alignment on model-human agreement. Studies

such as Kaushik et al. 2019 [7] which collect human ratio-

nales/explanations are a good start, but we call for a be-

havioral and design perspective on such data rather than

its use merely as additional training signal.

Experimenting with alternative explanation types. Fea-

ture attribution may simply be inadequate for affording

meaningful human oversight of model predictions, espe-

cially in discovery-type tasks where they don’t have strong

existing intuitions. Example-based explanations and natural

language explanations may succeed where feature-based

explanations fail. Therefore, we call for more human subject

experimentation involving alternative explanation styles.

Explanations as model criticism. Another focus area we

suggest is to break away from treating explanations as a

diagnostic signal for the reliability of a static model. Perhaps

instead we should treat them as a means for critiquing the

underlying logic of model decisions that are known to be

incorrect. While the idea of “learning from explanations” has

a long history [15], we are not aware of work that employs

this idea in a dynamic way, in response to known model

errors, and which incorporates existing model explanations.



Conclusion
AI explanations have generated great excitement as a way

to provide added value in high-stakes decision-making.

However, they have been failing in recent studies to live

up to their promise. We suggest new research directions to

address this expectation gap, based on the idea of aligning

AI and human mental models to enable the type of critical

human scrutiny that is likely to lead to real improvements.
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